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Paint lovely landscapes in an afternoon!Learn to paint gorgeous landscapes the one-stroke way! In

this inspiring guide, beloved artist and PBS painting instructor Donna Dewberry shows you how

easy and fun it is to paint a range of enchanting outdoor scenes, using her popular one-stroke

painting techniques.Open this guide and explore the creative possibilities. From peaceful sunsets

and breathtaking vistas to flowered fields and blooming gardens, Donna makes every painting

achievable and satisfying. Just follow along, step by step. In addition to in-depth guidance on

choosing materials and mastering basic strokes, you'll find:15 complete start-to-finish landscape

painting demonstrations15 tear-out cards featuring Donna's easy color recipes7 painting projects

designed to function across two, three and four canvases for enhanced home-decorating

potential27 quick demos on those landscape details that make your paintings popBest of all, most

paintings can be completed in an afternoon or less, thanks to Donna's clever sponging and

brush-loading techniques. What could be better? With Donna Dewberry and your own creativity, a

world of lovely landscape painting awaits you.
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Don't get me wrong, this is an excellent book to teach you simple landscapes. I had to dock it one

star due to the fact that there are no worksheets provided in this book to practice with, as can be

found in her other books, nor are the instructions layed out, literally, step by step. The upside is that

the illustrations are vibrant and color matched so that you can follow along easy enough to

understand when and where to place color.You won't be disappointed with this book if you are



Donna Dewberry fan. This book represents a new and exciting change over her traditional one

stroke method. Have fun decorating your home with your new paintings!

I am a NEW painter, I attended 5 Donna Dewberry classes at the local High School. Once the

classes ended I knew I had to find a way to continue painting. I ordered two Donna Dewberry books

from . I received this book on a Friday. I was so excited when I received it that I immediately

grabbed a canvas, brushes and paints and painted the Sunset Silhouette. The painting is awesome

and the step by step in the book are fantastic. I recommend this book to everyone.

I have been checking this book out from the library constantly for almost 3 years.I'm sure there

might be better books for teaching how to do landscapes, but I learned how to paint with the

one-stroke method and am now I am a die hard. I was basically a stick figure artist and now I have

my own business selling the creations and techniques I learned over eight years ago. I am happy to

have this book to help me take the brave new step into more real art (my definitions, that is)Even

though there are no practice sheets with this book, it teaches you to use technique, which I am still

learning. Now that I have this book, the only person stopping me from growing, is me and I like that!

I have been doing One Stroke painting since 2005. I have learned a lot just by going through books.

This one is exceptional. I will practice some of the techniques over the summer and teach it to my

students in the winter months. Thank you for having such a great book. Bonnie

donna dewberry should stick with flowers!!! i think her landscapes are pretty awful in comparison to

her flower paintings. there are some good tips on acrylic painting with sponges (although i think

terrence tse's books MUCH surpass donna dewberry in this category), but to be honest, i only

bought this book for the painting on multiple canvas information...good information but i could have

gotten that somewhere else. there are much better books out there on acrylic landscape painting. if

you are hooked on the donna dewberry techniques and her beautiful flower paintings, you might be

disappointed here.

It is a good basic book. I was disappointed that it wasn't illustrated as well as her other books. But...I

will use it and the information along with her other books to encourage art students with her

techniques to increase their creative ideas.



This book includes easy to follow instructions on how to do quick and easy landscapes. Donna

Dewberry gives a few different types so there is a choice. She also includes Multiple canvas

landscape instructions for a couple of scenes. I'm loving this book and can't wait to try them all.

It is simple and easy to understand. I like that it shows you other methods of painting,I especially

like the sponge technique. The first section is great shows you the various techniques, how to load

brushes and knives. My only disappointment was there was no complete list of the supplies required

on the materials page (8)- just a general statement brushes, palette knives, sponge. I had to go

through each exercise in the book and make my list, e.g.1/4 " flat,no 4 fan . This also refers to HD

(High Definition) Acrylic paints and brushes. There were too many multiple canvases exercises,

would have loved more single canvas landscapes. Loved the perforated recipe cards..pic on front

and paints required on the back. There is also a little pocket at the back of the book to store these

cards. Would recommend this book, especially for beginners.
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